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I. Introduction

Although the Economic Opportunity Act of 156U (EOa) contained

seven titles, and although a number of them (Job Corps, VISTA,

Neighborhood Youth Corps) had their problems, the most controver-

sial one, and the one vjith which the anti-poverty program came to

be identified, vras Title II-A, the Community Action Program.

Community Action caught the attention of the nation just six months

after the enactment of the bill, when conflict erupted in Chicago

between the city government and The V/oodlawn Organization (Tl.'O) on

the black south side. This controversy, which alternately flared

and subsided for tv70 and one-half years thereafter, was repeated
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in other cities vath variations, and the conflict ultimately affec-

ted the character of the Coiranvmity Action Program (CAP) all over

the United States.

The legislation establishing Community Action (Section 201 of

SOA) begins with a very general statement:

The purpose of this title is to provide stimulation and
incentive for urban and rural communities to mobilize
their resources, both public and private, to combat
poverty through Community Action agencies.

Section 202, which was destined to be the most-discussed part

of Title II, defines a Community Action Program as a program to

"mobilize and utilize" the "public and private resources" of any

geographical area (size not specified). The programs which were

to be used in combating poverty were also not specified, although

some very general examples were offered in Section 20^:

such conponent programs shall be focussed upon the needs
of low-income individuals and families and shall provide
. . .expanded and improved services and assistance. . .and

facilities necessary. . .in the fields of education, em-
ployment, job training and counseling, health, vocational
rehabilitation, housing, home management, welfare, and
other fields which fall within the purposes of this title.

As Sargent Shriver explained it in the hearings before the

Act v/as passed:

We will review these plans and help finance them. But the
initiative to determine and execute plans, to call upon
local and state resources and institutions to carry the
plans forward, depends on the vdll, the energy, and the

management of each community.-^

The role of the federal government, in addition to providing

"stimulation and incentive", was to furnish 90$ of the necessary

funding for the first two years, 75/^ for the next two years, and

1. Hearing before the Subcommittee on the War on Poverty of

the House Committee on Education and Labor, Concerning H.R. lOijijO

(196U) Part I., Page 21.
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S<d% thereafter. The eniphasis on local initiative was a popular

one in the 1960's, growing out of a disenchantment with establish-

ed federal bureaucracies. The fund-reduction formula indicated a

hope that the local communities would eventually accept responsi-

bility for the program. (Instead of reducing the percentage of

funds supplied by the federal government, however, certain pro-

grams were phased out altogether, or transferred to alternate

funding sources.)

In addition to local initiative, the Act called for co-

ordinated planning for a comprehensive attack on all the causes of

povert5'-.

(the program). . .utilizes public and private resources. .

.provides services. . .of sufficient variety, scope and

size to give promise of progress toward elimination of

poverty (Section 202).

The principle of comprehensive planning was taken over from

the President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime

(PGJD) established as in independent office in I96I. Before fund-

ing its sixteen demonstration projects, the PCJD had insisted on a

year's co-ordinated planning at the local level, for a comprehen-

sive approach to the causes of delinquency. Many of those who had

worked with the President's Crmmittee, including Attorney-General

Robert Kennedy, its chairman, viere also involved in the develop-

ment of the anti-poverty program.

This concept arose out of disillusionment with single-purpose

programs which had seemed to create more problems than they had

solved, and from a groviing conviction that established professions.
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such as social work and education, were perpetuating poverty by

their Inability to move outside a narrow sphere of competence.

The Ford Foundation's Grey Areas Projects, another forerunner of

the anti -poverty program, had been inspired by a request from big-

city school superintendents for help in dealing with slum children

in schools, but it had encountered almost insurmountable difficul-

ties in bringing any meaningful change into the classroom.

The third aspect of the Community Action concept, participa-

tion of the poor, had also been tossed around in the earlier pro-

grams, but was given new phrasing and a new erphasis in the legis-

lation for Community Action;

(programs are). . .developed, conducted and administered
id.th the maximum feasible participation of the residents
of the areas and members of the groups. . .to be served.
(Section 202)

Its intellectual origins can be traced to the Chicago Areas

Project of 1932 and its most colorful advocate has surely been

Chicago's Saul ;ilinsky, who has devoted his life to organizing the

poor in their own "indigenous" organizations to fight for their

rights against entrenched privilege. Section II of the bibliogra-

phy notes a nrnnber of differing, even contradictory opinions as to

vihat the phrase really meant to those who wrote it into the legis-

lation.

Through most of 1965, controversy raged in terms of a struggle

for legitimacy between political organizations of big-city mayors

and the "grass-roots" organizations of the poor, many of which had

been funded, or even initiated, under the President's Committee or
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the Ford Foiindation, or both. During this period, there was a

great deal of discussion in the popular press about these various

controversies! Section III includes magazine articles frcm this

period.

By the end of 1966, over 1,000 Community Action Agencies

(CM's) were in operation, and the principle of "umbrella agencies,''

combining all interested groups in the community, had been well

established. Now the conflict moved under the "umbrella" and be-

came a numbers game, concerning the representation of the poor on

the policy-making boards of the CAA's.

By the end of 1567, there had been still more controversy,

some mayors had accused anti-poverty workers of helping to register

their opponents as voters, and mismanagement and corruption had

been discovered in some CAA's. Uith enemies surrounding the CAP,

the program was saved at the cost of the "Green Amendment" i-d-dely

deplored at the time as the death-knell of participation of the

poor. It required that one-third of the board members of CAA's

be governmental representatives, one-third representatives of the

poor, and that one-third represent the community as a whole. Al-

though the effects were not as disastrous as many had feared, the

bloom vTas clearly off of Community Action, many programs vrere

phased out, and national attention turned elsewhere. After 1967,

magazine articles about Community Action dxd-ndled sharply.

The Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) had a small budget

for evaluation and research, and by 1967-68, some of its contract-

ed studies were being completed. At the same time the Green
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Amendment was passed, the General Accounting Office was instructed,

to conduct its ovm independent evaluations; studies of individual

Community Action Agencies from both of these sources also appear

in Section III. The GAO studies of eleven different CAA's, and

the Yankelovich studies of nine different CA/.'s, are the largest

collections. The Kirschner studies are also listed, but not de-

scribed, because they are concerned more id.th substantive CAP-run

programs, than i-dth the operation of CAA's themselves.

Section IV includes the more ambitious comparative studies

—

the 100-city evaluation study conducted jointly by Barss-Reitzel

Associates and the National Opinion Research Center, several small-

er independent studies, and the GAO summary report. Retrospective

analyses—one is almost ten^Jted to say post-mortems—appear in

Section V. These are atteirpts to put the Community Action Program

in historical perspective, at least as much as it is possible to do

so V7ithin six to eight years of its inception.

This bibliography covers materials about the formation and

operation of Community Action Agencies themselves, usually invol-

ving such matters as participation of the poor, characteristics

and activities of beard members, and the impact of CAP on the com-

munity. It does not include studies of specific substantive pro-

grams such as Headstart, Family Planning, or Legal Services, or of

business management or evaluation procedxires themselves. It offers

fairly complete coverage of the mass circiilation magazines, academic

journals, government documents and contracted research reports.

Most of the listings include a brief suimary of procedures and
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conclusions. In the few cases where I have not been able to con-

sult the article or report, and in the case mentioned above, where

the subject matter is just outside the scops of the bibliography,

there is a listing with no summary.

A number of articles from the folloT'jing collections are list-

ed separately in the bibliography by author. The collections

themselves are listed here for convenience:

American CMId , Vol. kl (November 1965) Entire issue devo-

ted to CilProgram.

Bloomberg, V'arner and Henry Sclimandt Jr., eds. Power,

Poverty, and Urban Policy . Beverly Hills, California;

Sage Publications, 1568. Several articles in this

large collection deal ^dth the CAProgram.

Law and Contenporary Problems . Vol. 31 (V.anter 1966) Entire
issue devoted to the war on poverty, ilso reprinted
as Anti-Poverty Programs , Robinson 0. Everett, ed.

Dobbs Ferry, Mew Yorks Oceana Publications, Inc.,

1966.

Sundquist, James L., ed. On Fighting Poverty; Perspec-

tives from Experience . New York: Basic Books, 1969.

The second in a two-volume series. The first, edited

by Daniel L. lioynihan, and titled On Understanding
Poverty , deals idth economic and sociological theor-
ies about poverty. This one contains a number of

articles by authors vzho were in a position to know
about the first four years of CAP from personal ex-

perience.

Reports and evaluation studies Xijhich were prepared vmder OEO

contracts are available in the OEO library at 1200 19th Street,

il.y., VJashington, B.C. 20506, but must be consulted at the library.

Other research libraries may have them also.

Many of these reports can be purchased from the Clearinghouse

for Federal Scientific and Technical Information (CFSTI), U.S.

Department of Commerce, Springfield, Virginia 22151. If a PB
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number is given in this bibliography, that number should be used

in ordering from CFSTI. For a more complete list of evaluation

studies, order the Ibqalorstory Assessment of Ci'iP Evaluation Activi-

ties ; Vol. II, Catalog of Abstracts of Evaluation Studies , PB 189-

027.

In most cases, copies of the repoi-ts may also be purchased

from the contractor who made the study. The 100-city evaluation

reports may be obtained from Barss-Reitzel Associates, 13U Mt.

Auburn St., Cambridge, Massachusetts, or the 'National Opinion

Research Center, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. GAO

reports are available from the Government Printing Office, or from

your friendly District Congressman.

Some of the abbreviations which are used in this bibliography,

as well as in the studies cited, are as follows:

CAA—Community Action Agency

C/J'—Community Action Program

EOA—Economic Opportunity Act

GEO—Office of Economic Opportunity

NSC—Neighborhood Service Center

TAR—Target Area Representative
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II. Early History and Analyses of CAP

Alinsky, Saul D. "Behind the Mask." American ClTild hi (November

1965) 7-9.

_. "The War on Poverty: Political Poronography." Journal

of Social Issues 21 (January 1965) I4I-U7.

These two articles are essentially the same: "The poverty
program is a macabre masquerade, and the mask is groi.dng to

fit the face, and the face is one of political poronography."

They constitute a blistering attack on Community Action,

arguing that a permanently effective neighborhood organiza-

tion of poor people is impossible unless the organization
has control over its own funds, and that the planners of

Comraunity Action have devised it as a subtle means of preser-

ving the status quo.

Burke, Edmund H. "Have the Poor Wrecked Johnson's Uar on Poverty?"

Antioch Review 26 (idnter 66-67).

Traces the origins of the community action concept to the

Cincinnati Social Unit Plan in the 1920' s, and summarizes the

early experience of the Office of Economic Opportunity up to

r(ad-1966

.

Calm, Jean and Edgar. "The War on Poverty: A Civilian Perspec-

tive." Yale Law Journal 63 (196U) 1317-1352.

Contrasts the military perspective, emphasizing efficient
organization, co-ordination, and non-controversial program-
ming, vd-th the civilian perspective, which they favor, en-

couraging dissent, controversy, and innovation.

Carter, Barbara. "Sargent Shriver and the Role of the Poor."
The Reporter 3U (Hay 5, 1966) 17-20.

A review of the changes in the interpretation of "maximum
feasible representation" by Shriver, other OEO officials, and

Congressmen. Even Adaia Clayton Powell, x^ho had defended it

at first, began eventually to de-emphasize participation of

the poor.

Cater, Douglass. "Politics of Poverty." The Reporter 30 (February

13, I96U) 16-20.

Origins of the idea and description of the problem.

Cloward, Richard H. "The War on Poverty—/j'e the Poor Left Out?"

nation 201 (August 2, 1965) 55-60.

The involvement of the poor is precisely a question of power
and its redistribution.
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Cohen, Henry. "Coiranunity Action: Instrument of Change." Ameri-

can Child l;7 (November 1965) 20-23.

The real problem is how to achieve and maintain equality in
the life chances of individuals and groups. CAP personnel
need to be middlemen in an effective and honest exchange be-
tween citizens and government officials.

Donovan, John C. The Politics of Poverty . New York: Pegasus
Paperbacks, 1567.

The story of the drafting of the SOA and its early history
up to 1966. He concludes, more in sorrow than in anger, that
President Johnson's pre-occupation with the Vietnam vjar left
the war on poverty stranded without high level support. He
believes that the phrase "maximum feasible participation"
orginally was meant to help Southern Negroes have more voice
in programs in their areas.

Glazer, Nathan. "Grand Design of the Poverty Program; To Produce
a Creative Disorder." New York Times Magazine (February 27,
1966) 21, et. seq. Also in Harold L. Sheppard, ed. Poverty
and Wealth in America . Chicago: Quadrangle, 1970. 235-2U7.

The Community Action Program was a revolt against profession-
alism. It set in motion a controlled revolution by encourag-
ing conflict. Conflict may have been needed, but should the
federal government have subsidized it?

Haddad, V/.F. "Mr. Shriver and the Savage Politics of Poverty."
Harper's 231 (December 1965) ii3-50.

Shriver 's method of operation works with bright young idea
men, but he was undermined by the prestigious staff members
who were chosen to give an aura of respectability to the
program. Haddad, a former assistant director of OEO, gives
a number of interesting examples. In rural as well as urban
communities, the power structure is so tightly knit that it
seems almost iirpossible to develop effective opposition.

Harrington, Michael. "The Politics of Poverty." Dissent 7 (Autumn
1965) hl2~k30. iilso in Jeremy Larner and Irving Howe, eds.
Poverty; Views From the Left . New York: l.illiam Morrow,
195F:

The driving force of a meaningful war on poverty must be a

new coalition of the poor, the unions, the best of the relig-
ious movements, and liberals and radicals who will insist on
a massive social investment and creation of thousands of new
Jobs. OEO programs as announced will not do the job.
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Harrington, mchael. "Poverty and Politics." In George H. Dunne,
ed. Poverty in Plenty . New York: P.J. Kenedy and Sons,
1961;:

A political history of the poverty program from the New Deal
to the present. He warns that Coiranunity i\ction will bring
controversy and conflict. Unless we are prepared to accept
these consequences, the program cannot accomplish its aims.

Kravitz, Sanford. "Community Action Programs, Past, Present,
Future." iimerican Child hi (November 1965) 1-6.

A very brief survey of the CiiP and its forerunners, the Ford
Foundation Gray Areas Program and the President's Committee
on Juvenile Delinquency. These were the first new approach
to social services since the old "welfare councils" had been
formed, but were still aimed primarily at changing individuals,
not the community, and were not able to do anything about the
economic causes of poverty. He predicts that participation
will be hard to implement, and that there will be tendencies
to "bureaucratic inversion of purpose," and "program faddism."

"The Community Action Program in Perspective." In
Warner Bloomberg and Henry Schmandt, eds. Power, Poverty and
Urban Policy . Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications,
196b.

'

"The Community Action Program—Past, Present, and its
Future?" In James L. Sundquist, ed. On Fighting Poverty ;

Perspectives from Experience . New York: Basic Books, 1969.

These two articles are almost identical, except for an addi-
tional section in the Bloomberg book about the early confusion
and eventual comproniise in the meaning of maximum feasible
participation (pp. 272-276). They are a much longer version
of the article in The American Child . Kravitz is a former
staff member of OSO who helped draft the early position papers
for urban community action. His recollection is that "parti-
cipation" generally was understood to mean sub-professional
employment of neighborhood residents. Community Action's
impact has been lindted by a shortage of federal funds, a
lack of qualified personnel, and a lack of thorough diagnosis
and planning.

and Feme K. Kolodner. "Communitj'- Action: V'here Has
it Been? VTiere Will it Go?" Poverty and Human Resources
Abstracts h (July-August, 1969) 9-17.

A later version of the same article, incorporating about
eighteen months more experience with CAP. "The goal of a
truly comprehensive poverty program is not even in sight

—

almost all of its resources have been pressed into operation
of programs, rather than long-range planning. Leadership is
a^ serious problem. It needs greater technical capacity for
diagnosing needs, greater authority to reallocate resources
to the poor, and more effective decentralization.
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Lander, Louise, ed. The Far on Poverty . New York: Facts on File,

1967.

A factual summary of the legislation and the programs.

Leach, Richard H. "The Federal Role in the V/ar on Poverty Pro-
gram." Law and Contenporary Problems 31 (V.'inter 1966) 18-38.

The federal role in the war on poverty was never clearly
spelled out. The program incorporated a naive belief that

serious problems could be licked vri.th evangelism, money, and
organization,

March, ffichael G. "Coordination of the VJar on Poverty." Law and

Conternporary Problems 31 (V^inter 1966) llU-lUl.

An outline of the top level administrative set-15) and a

descriptive analysis of local administrative relationships.

70^ of CAA's are county-vade, 20^ are city-vade, and 20/5

involve other tj'pes of areas (Indian tribes, multi-county,
etc . )

,

Larris, Peter and Martin Rein. Dilemmas of Social Reform . New
York: Atherton Press, I967.

A liistorical analysis of the For^ Foundation Gray /.reas Pro-
gram and the President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency,
and how they fed into the Community Action Programj early ex-
perience I'.dth CAP. A provocative and thoughtful discussion
of the issues of planning, comprehensive coordination of

services, and participation of the poor. A tentative conclu-
sion is that although there were zigs and zags, the effort
came eventually to higher ground. New ideas had been set in
motion which ;-iill not die easily.

Miller, S.M. and Martin Rein. "Participation, Poverty, and Admin-
istration." Public Administration Reviev? 29 (January-February
1969) 15-25.

A movement for personal self-help escalated into a social
movement which may have far-reaching consequences for the
professionalization of public administration. The authors
predict conflict in redefining the boundaries between profes-
sional and board decisions, and the possibility of a retvirn

to nepotism and indi-'/idual preference in hiring personnel.

Mogulof, Helvin B. "A Developmental Approach to the Community
Action Program Idea." Social IJork 12 (April 1967) 12-20.

A wise strategy for implementing community action programs
conceives of their developing in two stages: in the first
phase, C/u/i's must establish legitimacy, assure theiaselves of

continuing resources, and avoid controversy, '..ath patience,
they i-.dll reach the second phase, vrhen they can more safely
be controversial and maximize participation.
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lioynihan, Daniel P. "I/hat is Cormnunity Action?" The Public Inter-

est V (Fall 1966) 3-9.

Four possible definitions of the coiranunity action concept:

co-ordination, Alinsky-style confrontation, the Peace Corps

model of self-help and provision of services, and the Task
Force model of political effectiveness.

Pivan, Frances Fox. "Participation of Residents in Neighborhood

Community Action Programs." Social I'ork 11 (January 1966)

73-81.

The new concern lath resident participation aims at fostering

participation, increasing influence of the poor, and altering

their behavior, but when communities have few resources to

control the activities of their representatives, sustained

participation is difficult to achieve.

Raab, Earl. "I.Tiat War and Which Poverty?" The Public Interest 3

(Spring 1966) k^-Sl.

Once a means, participation has now become an end. It idLll

result in a functional equivalent of the old ward politics.

Historically, the poor have been organized around specific
grievances, rather than in a generalized way. The forms of

participation vary trith the size, stability, and history of
the individual community.

Reissman, Frank and Ilartin Rein. "The Third Force: An Anti-
poverty Ideology." The American Child hi (November 1965) 10-

lU.

The most effective strategy for the anti-poverty program is
to bring together the citizen and the bureaucracy, to act as

a third-party intermediary vd.thout taking either side. Lfhen-

ever one side is stronger than the other in a given community,
there is a danger that the anti-poverty agency will lean in
that direction.

Rubin, Lillian. "Maximum feasible participation: Origins, impli-
cations, and present status." Poverty and Human Resources
Abstracts 2 (November-December 1967) 5-lS'. .:1s in The Annals
Vol. 3«5 (September 1969) lU-29.

An attempt to trace the origins of the phrase "maximum feasi-
ble participation" by corresponding with a number of those
who helped to draft the ^OL. The author concludes that it

slipped in almost by accident, and that no one considered its
full implications until it v/as too late^ suggests that hidden
racism led the white originators to overlook the possibility
of strong effective action by blacks.
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Segalman, Ralph. "Dramatis Personae of the CAP: A Bvdlt-in Con-
flict Situation." Rocky Mountain Social Science Journal h
(October 1967) lUO-lFoI

Both the poor and the not-poor hold a sterotyped view of the
other. Unless there is a strong, mutually-accepted center,
one side or the other x/ill gain ascendancy. All participants
need to believe that each group is legitimate and that accom-
modation is essential. Reverse role-playing and training in
insight development might help to reduce conflict.

Selover, ''illiam C. "The View from Capitol Hill: Harassment and
Survival." In James L. Sujidquist, ed. On Fighting Poverty .

New York: Basic Books, 1969.

The specialist in anti-poverty programs for the Christian
Science Monitor reviei'js the Congressional hearings and debates
on the original !50A and subsequent amendments, up \intil 1968.
Republican substitute proposals were effectively shut out
while Adam Clayton Powell iras chairman of the House committee,
but after Carl Perkins took over. Republicans were included
in amendment-drafting. The Green ijaendment, channeling OEO
funds tlirough local governments where they chose to be invol-
ved, was necessary to save the program in 1967.

Shostak, Arthur B. "Containment, Co-optation, or Co-determina-
tion?" The AJierican Child hi (November 1965) 15-19.

Atlanta and Chicago endorse containment of the poorj Detroit,
Rew Haven, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, and Los /aige-

les enploy co-optation—trying to choose "safe" representa-
tives to give the iitipression of participation. Only Pliila-

delphia uses the strategy of co-determination. This model
has less administrative strength, but develops more new ideas
and encourages more real participation. Unless it can set an
unusually good example of success, it is not likely to be
adopted anjn;here else.

. "An Overview of Current Administration Policy." In
Nevr Perspectives on Poverty , Arthur Shostak and iilliam Gom-
berg, eds. ^nglewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 1965. 128-133.

This article, written just after the SOA was passed, gives a

brief summary of the legislation idth the recommendation that
CAA's be supervised carefully to avoid falling into the old
unimaginative patterns.
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Sundquist, J?jnes L. "Origins of the War on Poverty." In Sund-

q\:!ist, ed. On Fightin^q Poverty . Hew York: Basic Books, I969.

This paper by a menber of Johnson's Task Force on poverty
describes the earliest conversations and events that led
eventually to creation of the anti-poverty prograr.i. Three

streams of earlier activity led into it: urban renewal and

the Ford Foundation Gray Areas Progran, the President's

Committee on Juvenile Delinquency, and the national concern

over rising welfare costs, OEO's mission was never clearly

defined.

VJitcover, Jules and Enrdn Knoll. "Politics and the Poor: Shriv-

er's Second Thoughts." The Reporter 33 (December 30, 1?65)

23-25.

A review of the political problems that forced Shriver to de-

emphasize participation and power of the poor. Syracuse's

difficulties, wiTich led to curtailment of the comraunity organ-

ization project under an jj.inslcy-trained worker, are briefly
reviewed as an example,

Wofford, John G. "The Politics of Local Responsibility: iidmini-

stration of the Community Action Program, 1S'6U-1966," In
Sundquist, On Fighting Poverty ,

A former staff assistant in O'^O remembers that the emphasis

tias on increasing the "capacity of individuals, groups and

communities to deal i-iith their problems." Planning itself

was to be an important stage of action. The community action

concept iras better suited to northern urban situations than

to rural southern ones.

Yarmolinsky, Adam. "The Beginnings of 0^0." In Sundquist, On
Fighting Poverty .

The form.er Deputy Director of the President's Task Force on

Poverty describes the discussions of that group as it formu-

lated the legislation that tras to become the 20A. The Budget

Bureau premises called for a comprehensive coordinated neigh-

borhood approach. Tl-dnking was focussed primarily on young

people and on the South. The phrase "maximum feasible parti-
cipation" was x-nritten in irithout much discussion of its mean-
ing. Settling jurisdictional problems among various govern-
mental agencies required a great deal of the group's time and

energy,

Zurcher, Louis A. and lilliam H. Key. "The Overlap llcdel: A
Comparison of Strategies for Social Change." Sociological
Quarterly 9 (i.anter I568) 85-96.

The Alinsky model expects the poor to develop self-esteem
through engaging in conflict. The Overlap liodel, developed
in Topeka, Kansas, calls for evolving participation. It
emphasizes socialization and compromise vathin the system,
is less prone to develop alienation of the poor than Alinsky-
style strategy.
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III. Studies and Evaluations of Specific CM's

Carter, Barbara. "The FIGHT Against Kodak." (Rochester) The Re -

porter 36 (/pril 20, 1967) 28-31.

An £Linsky-organized group gained seats on the urban renewal
and anti-poverty boards, then demanded 600 jobs at Eastman
Kodak for employees of their choosing. /J.though FIGHT (the

Alinsky-style group) had support of the Chamber of Commerce,
Council of Churches, and other white groups, its friends be-
gan defecting as its militancy increased.

Corrigan, Faith. "Seeking Voices of the Poor." (Cleveland) New
Leader k9 (Harch lU, 1966) 12-13.

A brief discussion of the elections to the anti-poverty board.
Most candidates were female, in their 30' s, church members,
vdthout a man in the house. In general, they vere more res-
pectable than the CAP leaders had e^qsected.

Crawford, Fred R. and John T. Doby. A Comprehensive and Systema-

tic Evaluation of the Community Action Program in Atlanta ,

Georgia . Emory University, 1969. Final Report: PB 185-976)
Special Reports: PB 186-108 and 186-109 j Teclinical Reports:
PB 185-938 and 185-939 J Technical Appendices: PB 185-972
through 185-975.

Base-line data on poverty in Atlanta was secured by interview-
ing representative sample of 500 individuals 16 and over in
Atlanta's target areas (The Cohort Sanple). Infonnation was
collected on individual characteristics, housing characteris-
tics, evaluations of living conditions, and contact with CAP
agencies. In this saitple, 92.3^ of the whites and 13-^ of
the blacks had never heard of the C/^Programs.

Another sample v?as taken from those contacted by the NSC ' s

in Atlanta's CiJ? (The Client Sample). The majority of these
respondents vjere pleased vdth the services of the NSC's and
the other programs of the CAA, and felt that there had been
a positive change in their life situation as a result of
their contact vjith CAP.
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Crow, Wayman J., Principal Investigator. The War on Poverty in San

Diego County, California . Western Behavioral Sciences Insti-

tute, 1150 Silverado, La Jolla, California, I969. PB 190-699-

Pi.nal Report.

Based on 5000 interviews between I967 and I969 t-n-th residents

of poverty areas, and influential individuals in the corarain-

ity. All influentials reported some change in San Diego as a

result of CAP. A decentrsJized delivery system for social

services was developed. Poverty in San Diego decreased dur-

ing the period, as reflected in intervievrs with families to

determine income and expenditure patterns | this was attribut-

ed partly to the general economic boom, i; number of special

reports are also available:

,fl9. T. Tjersland. Making ends meet; a longitudinal study

of the economic impsct of Conmunity Action Programs in

San Diego County, California .

#20. CM. Bonjean and VJ.J. Crow. Voices that count; esta-

blishment, black and broifjn influentials^ Identifica-

tion of the poorer structure in three major ethnic com-

munities and how it changed.

#21. W.J. CroiJ and J.R. Johannsen. Organizing the poor in

their neighborhoods . Interviews with members of coun-

cils.

#22. L.A. Zurcher, R.J. Srickson and W.J. Crow. Changes in
Pockets of Poverty . IntervieT^rs to determine the impact

of CAP on individuals in target areas.

The Action as Viewed From the Scene . A six-part series
of direct, distilled interviews xjith various groups of

persons in CAP.

Dare, Robert. "Involvement of the Poor in Atlanta." Phylon 3I

(Summer 1970) llU-128.

The program is administered by white men, carried out by
black vjomen.

Davis, LaT-Trence. "Syracuse; What Happens liTien the Poor Take
Over." The Reporter 38 (Karch 21, I968) 19-21.

A federal grant of $311|,000 to Syracuse University went for

development of jjinsky-style groups which eventually elected
a majority on the board of the OHO-approved Crusade for Op-
portunity. There v/as continuing controversy; accounting
procedures were called into question. After the moderates
resigned from the board, OEO lathdrew funds altogether.
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Farrell, Gregory. "The View From the City: Community Action in
Trenton." In Sundquist, On Fighting Poverty .

The neuspaperman who became director of the CAA in Trenton,
New Jersey, tells why he thinks their program was unusually
successful. They moved quickly, initiated thorough and inno-
vative job training programs, were able to secure generous
federal grants while other cities vrere still developing
applications. Their enphasis vras on manpoiier programs rather
than on planning and participation; they were able to place
most of their trainees in jobs.

Greenleigh Associates, Inc. An jjlvaluation of Total Action Against
Poverty (TAAP) in the Roanoke Valley , 355 Lexington Avenue,
Nevj York, New York, 1%8.

Hallman, Howard V, "Nevj Haven, Connecticut: Vlhat One City Can
Do." In Robert E. 1\H1 and Harold G. Vatter, eds. Poverty in
Affluence . New York: Harcoiart, Brace, and Forld, 196^.
2U6-257.

Hayden, Tom. "Community Organizing and the Nevrark IJar on Poverty."
liberation (November 1965) 17-19.

Hazard, IJ.R. A Comprehensive Evaluation of the Community Action
Program in /:ustin and Travis County, Texas . Tracer Incorpor-
ated, 6500 Tracer Lane, /ustin, Texas. PB 188-328 through
188-331. Vols. I-IV.

CAP in Austin was initiated by the Commiinity Council, and
remained under its control, but vras established officially as

a separate corporation. The Day Care Centers were not closely
supervised by the parent agency, but seemed to have benefi-
cial effects for both mothers and children.

The CAProgram vjas well integrated into the organizational net-
works of the city, but reached relatively few of the poor
people, and the poor were seldom consulted either as staff
members or as board members. T/Jl's were generally higher in
socioeconoinic status than the average of residents in the
areas they represented.

Institute for Community Studies. Evaluation of Community Action
Program in Kansas City, Missouri . Kansas City, 1^67, 1968.
Vol. I, PB l88-561Aol. II, PB 188-679.

Institute for Environmental Studies. Baltimore CAP Evaluation
Project . Philadelphia: University of Penns^'lvania, 196ti,

1969.
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Knoll, Sn-Jin and Jules Uitcover. "Fighting Poverty—and City Hall."

(Syracuse) The Reporter 32 (June 3, 1965) 19-22.

The story of the 1^311;, 000 OEO grant for organizing the poor
in Syracuse, as a national pilot studj'. Syracuse University
had the contract and used orgatiizers trained by Sa\il /.linsky.

The Syracuse Crusade for Opportunity, the city's official

anti-poverty agency, objected to having an independent pro-
ject in the poor neighborhoods.

Knoll, Endn. "The IJar on Poverty—Some Hope, Some Hoopla." The

Progressive 29 (November 1965) II-II4.

The Prograra in Atlanta is touted as a showcase of the anti-

poverty program wliile the basic problems remain unsolved, and

the poor remain unrepresented. There may be some progress as

the new services become institutionalized.

Marshall, Dale Rogers. The Politics of Participation in Poverty .

Berkeley: University of California, 1971.

A case study of the ^Iconomic and Youth Opportunities Board of

Greater Los Angeles (3Y0B), which focusses on the interaction
between poverty members and other board members. It is con-

cerned T.dth the effect on them as individuals and -vjith their

effect on board decisions. Concludes that TAR's did not act-
ually gain power over board decisions, but their ov:n personal
self-images were improved. TitR's were more dissatisfied x-xith

the pace of social change than were other board members.

Ridgeway, James. "Poor Chicago: Doxm and Out ijith Mayor Daley."
ITew Republic lU2 (May 1$, 1965) 17-20.

In Chicago, the Negroes are firmly segregated, and kept quiet
by welfare payments. OIIO was designed to break up this kind
of approach by giving power to the poor, but in Chicago, the
NSC's are merely branch offices of city hall, offering servic-
es in the same way. Some Alinsky-style organizations are
trying to get funds for other projects which would be more in
tune >iith the needs of the poor.

. "Atlanta Fights Poverty." New Republic l52 (May 29,

19^ 12-mi.

Atlanta's program is run by a coalition of wliite businessmen
and the ilegro middle class. /JLthough the poor are not repre-
sented, the NSC committees seem to have a free hand in their
operations. NSC's are more successful in finding jobs for
whites than for Negroes, and Headstart serves primarily white
children.
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Schaie, K. IJarner, Principal Investigator. An ']^valuation of the
IIcDoHell Count^'" Coimnunity jxtion Program . Morgantown, West
Virginia: Human Resources Research Institute, i'est Virginia
University, 1969 » PB 189-120 through 189-126.

The small amounts of money spent on services were inadequate,
therefore vrasted. The impact was totally incommensurate id-th

the amount of funds and effort invested. Good staff was not

available

.

3hostak, Arthur B. "Promoting Participation of the Poor: Phila-
delphia's /jiti-Poverty Program." Social Work 11 (January 1966)
611-72.

Philadelphia's was the first Ci'iProgram to elect representatives
from target area neighborhoods to the CM board. The voter
turnout was lowest in \irhite neighborhoods, and Negro vromen

were proportionately over-represented among those finally
chosen. Four myths were exploded; (1) that Negroes are homo-
geneous, (2) that the poor are vdllingly dependent on vrelfare,

(3) that leadership of the poor is unitary, and (U) that all
blacks favor integration.

Street, P. et al. Community Action in Appalachia; An Appraisal
of the I'ar on Poverty in a. Rural Setting of a Southeastern
Kentucky (Knox Count;'-) Lexington; University of Kentucky,
1967, 1968. PB 180-096 through I8O-IO8.

Researchers found a change in the direction of modernity of
life styles, with greater changes in the areas served by
community centers. Youth tended to be more likely to consid-
er out-migration. Community leadership vjas unchanged at the
top levels, but there was some evidence of change at lower
levels, vdth greater participation by those vjith lox:er incomes.

United States—General Accounting Office. Report to Congress by
the Comptroller General: Effectiveness and Administration
of the Community Action Program Under Title II of Economic
Opportunity Act of 1961; . Cliicago, Illinois, December h, 1969.

The Chicago program offered a vjide range of services, moved
promptly to establish them, and involved many agencies and
individuals. It concentrated on satisfying immediate needs
rather working on long-term problems. It did not malce suffi-
cient effort to coordinate existing activities and to esta-
blish city-side priorities. The poor were not adequately
represented in decision-making. The administrative staff
made many decisions on financial allocation that shoiild have
been left up to the board. The non-federal contributions
X7ere, in many cases, inadequately documented, or unallowable.
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United States—General Accounting Office. Detroit, Michigan,

September 25^, 1969.

Involvement and participstion of the poor was generally effec-

tive, both through existing organizations of the poor and

through area committees which were open to all. The Mayor's

Committee on Human Resources Development (MCHRD) relied too

much on delegate agencies which were unwilling to make changes

in their existing operations. The various agencies of the

city wanted to offer their services to poverty program parti-

cipants on an individual basis and be reimbursed by MCHRD.

The education program, run by the city schools, offered cvlt-

ural enrichment rather than badly needed basic educational

courses.

The health agencies and professionals of the city refused to

provide any services or programs without full reimbursement,

but when MCHRD began planning to open its oim clinics, the

professionals demanded to control policies and procedures.

MCHRD, caught between OEO regulations and limitations, and

the rigidity of local agencies, found it very difficult to

meet the needs which its studies indicated should be given

priority.

. Kansas City, Missouri, June 19, 1969.

The Human Resources Corporation (HRC) did not clearly define

problems and establish priorities. Programs were already be-

ing offered by existing agencies or were suggested by 050

emphasis. There vere no criteria for program effectiveness,

hence evaluation was inadequate. There was particular diffi-

culty in getting and keeping staff j many positions went un-

filled for long periods. Board meetings in target areas were

poorly attended, and the boards seemed to have no specific re-

sponsibilities. Most of the residents in target areas had

never heard of the Legal Services Program,

_. Los Angeles, California, March 11, 1968.

Discusses the initiation and early operations of the Economic

and Youth Opportunities Board of Los Angeles. Deals primarily

vn.th management and contact fulfillment- Recommends more

attention to income and dependency criteria for participation

in CAPrograms.

(The GAO summary report also indicates that on-site evalua-

tions were conducted for St. Louis, lilssouri, Phoenix, Arizona,

Pinal County, Arizona (including the Gila River Indian Reser-

vation), Lake County, Indiana (Gary, Hammond, and East Chicago),

Becker, Mahnomen, and Clearwater Counties in Minnesota (in-

cluding the I'hite River Indian Reservation, and Carroll,

Chariton, Lafayette, Ray and Saline Counties in Missouri.)
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\varren, Robert, Principal Investigator. The Social Change Evalu-

ation Project in Seattle and King County, Washington .

V'ashington (State) University, 1968. PBl81;-52 2 through 18U-
531.

P. study of the pattern of generation of issues concerning
marginal groups, the public response, and OEO's role. Exam-
ines issues raised between 1^60 and 1968 by or on behalf of
Negroes in Seattle which required public action. OEO pro-
grams were a major factor in establishing the legitimacy of
using public funds and organizations for job training. Local
officials would not have responded to minority problems with-
out the stimulus of OEO activity. One result of the increas-
ed visibility of minority demands has been to generate con-
flict and competition among members of an expanded pool of
minority leadership talent. Issue-oriented organizational
activity seems to be more effective than neighborhood-based
activity,

Yankelovich, Daniel, Inc. The ten evaluation reports listed belovr

were all prepared by Daniel Yankelovich, Inc., of New York.
The summaries are dratm from the OEO Catalog of Abstracts of
Evaluation Studies listed on page 7.

Evaluation of the i'.rkansas River Valley Area Council CAP .

PB n6-Ul9.
/lRVaC has made a major impact on some of the poor of the area,

increased recognition of poverty problems among political and

economic leaders, and successfully integrated staff and pro-
grams in an area where this had not been done before.

-Evaluation of the Cincinnati, Ohio, CAP . PB 176-U20.
The NSG's of the Cincinnati CAP have touched h6,000 people.
The poor have become involved and now bring their needs
directly to the attention of the public authorities.

-Evaluation of the Dade County (Mami), CAP . PB 176-U21.
Information secured from interviews idth staff, community
leaders, and nearby families shows that CAP is helping ifith

day-to-day emergencies of the people of the target area. It
has developed a large number of programs, and has helped pre-
vent serious disturbances. It has used 500 non-professional
employees effectively.

-Evaluation of the Elk River Basin, Tennessee, CAP . PB 176-1|22.

C/-JP is supplementing the m.eager social services in the area.

It has become accepted, despite the strong conservatism of the
area, but it cannot make much inroads on poverty idthout a
sharp increase in economic development.
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An gvaluation of the Hartford, Connecticut, CAP . PB 176-U23.

CAP has eased racial tensions and increased the awareness of

poverty in this TJealthy community. Relatively few poor fami-

lies are aware of CAP in comparison vdth other communities

studied. Some established agencies feel that it competes lath

their services.

An :i:valuation of the Linn, County, Clowa), CAP . PB I76-U2U.

CAP has made the first efforts taiard over-all planning in

social services vrhich have been made in this area. It has

redirected the United Comifiunity Services Organization to more

outreach and involvement of the poor. Separation of the CAP

from city and county government has led to some mistrust and

suspicion on the part of elected officials.

An Evaluation of the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, C.^J . PB 176-1|25.

Forty per cent of the target area population has been reached.

City government strongly supports the CiJ'rograra. It provides

needed coordination and planning, and may be partially respon-

sible for a drop in juvenile delinquency and crime in the

city. It lacks programs in manpower and employment, and bus-

iness has not been involved to any great extent.

An Evaluation of the Pueblo, Colorado, CAP . PB 176-1|26.

CiJ> has dravm attention to Hexican-ijnerican problems in the

city. It has gained support of a larger-than-usual proportion

of the poverty population, and has established several success-

ful programs.

An Evaluation of the Salt Lake City, Utah, CAP . PB 176-Ii27.

Participation of the poor in this CiiProgram is lower than in
other CAP'S studied. Headstart, NSC's, and Legal Services
Programs have been established.

An Evaluation of the Tulare County, (California), C/P .

PB 176-U2a.
"

The Tulare Co. CAP has developed programs involving the poor,

including self-help community action groups. It has success-

fully utilized non-professional iiorkers.

Zeller, Frederick and Robert \1, Miller. Problems of Community
Action in Appalachia . Research Series h, Office of Research
and Development. Appalachian Center, V.est Virginia University,
Morgantoi'n, iJest Virginia. 20 pp.

/analyzes the C/iP in Appalachia. There should be more leader-
ship training, more responsiveness on the part of the poor,
and more cooperation of polit-ical Ipaders.
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Zixrcher, Louis A. Poverty I/arriors; The Hunan Experience of

Planned Social Intervention . (Topeka, Kansas) Austin:

University of Texas Press, 1970. Parts of the book also

appear in a number of articles:

"Functional Iiaxginality: The Dynamics of a Poverty Interven-
tion Organization." Southwestern Social Science Quarterly

(December 1567) U11-U21.

"Poverty Program Indigenous Leaders: A Study of Marginality."

Sociology and Social Research (January 1969) ^31-532.

"The Poverty Board: Some Consequences of Haximvim Feasible

Participation." The Journal of Social Issues 26 (Summer 1970)

85-107.

"The Leader and the Lost: A Case Study of Indigenous Leader-

ship in a Poverty Program Community Action Committee."

Genetic Psychology I ionographs 76 (August 1967) 23-93*

and Alvin E. Green. "From Dependency to Dignity: Some In-
dividual and Social Consequences of a Neighborhood House."
Community liental Health Journal Monograph , llevi York:
Behavioral Publications, Inc. 19o9.

Describes the initiation and early operation of the CM in

Topeka. Takes a generally favorable vieu of its accomplish-
ments, but points to some of the b\ailt-in problems. The
Indian man vrho developed into a successful leader of a neigh-
borhood committee found himself increasingly \inder attack by
his ovn people, and finally resigned. "Those strategies which
often convinced agency, business, or government officials to

cooperate xdth the program seemed to be those which discoura-
ged the poor from, becoming involved."

During the first year, tlie Director was given responsibility
for contacting community leaders, while the Assistant Direc-
tor, a former iinion organizer, concentrated on developing
participation of the poor. This division of labor was reason-
ably successful, but when both groups met together on the
board, strains developed, and after these original staff mem-
bers resigned, the problems multiplied.

Zurcher believes that intensive sessions for all board members

would help relieve some of the strains. His study of indivi-
dual board members showed a change in their social-psycholog-
ical characteristics correlate vdth the quality and extent of

their participation and their perceptions of their experience
in the program. Active members increased in activism, achieve-

ment-orientation, and future orientation, and decreased in
anomie, isolation, and alienation.
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IV. Comparative Studies

Austin, David, Principal Investigator. Conrnunity Representation

in Coirmunity Action Programs . Brandeis University, Ivaltham,

Massachusetts. Florence Heller Graduate School, 1968.

Mimeographed. Summarized in Edgar S. Cahn and Barry A.

Passett, Citizen Participation; Effecting Community Change .

Nevx York: Praeger, 1971. 201-213.

A study, by means of structured interviews, of CAPrograms in

twenty cities—all over 50,000 population, but excluding the

largest and most-studied cities. CiiP had the most effect on

the communities where participation was just beginning.

There was no substantial conflict in the Community Action

Program in twelve of the twenty cities. A typology of cities

in terms of the activities of the CiiP was developed, as

follows

:

Small cities—limited participation of the poor, no conflict.

Large cities, irri-th small black population—active participa-

tion of the poor, but of advisory type (no conflict). The

major CAA eirphasis is on services.

Large cities, with large black population and mayor-council

government—Active participation of adversary type, but fo-

cussed internally on the programs of the CAA.

Large cities, •with large black population and city-manager

government—Active participation of adversary type, also

directed at institutions of city government and agencies out-

side the CAA. CM emphasis is on neighborhood organization.

There were some exceptions to this typology, but they could

be explained by the presence of a strong individual who was

able to exert unusual influence on the activities of the CAA

or of the poor.

Clark, Kenneth and Jeannette Hopkins. A Relevant War Against

Poverty . New York: Harper and Rovr, 196b.

This was originally a study of twelve urban projects which

grew out of the President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency,

but was later expanded by sending questionnaires to 39 others,

for a total of fifty-one programs, of which Urenty-one were

rural. Intensive information and observation was limited to

the original twelve. The authors assume that mobilization of

effective social power is i- detormincnt of success or failure

of a CAP. They did not see conflict as productive of social

change, however.

Where social agencies are dominant, C/.P's are service-oriented,
and participation is minimal. Politically-dominated programs

are action-oriented. A coalition of the poor and profession-
als is seen as the best method of inducing change. The poor
must initially depend on surrogates as an avenue to power—to

expect them to do it fcr themselves is a "subtle rationaliza-
tion for the maintenance of the status quo."
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Hallman, Howard 17. "The Ccmmunity Action Program—an Interpretive
Analysis." In lamer Bloomberg and Henry J. Schmandt, eds.

Power, Poverty and Urban Policy . Beverly Hills: Sage, 1968.

285-313.

A study of thirty-five communities, twenty-four urban and
eleven r\aral, five from each administrative region. About one-
half were oriented to individual change, one-half to institu-
tional change. Only three had a policy of deliberate confront-
ation. A strong sympathetic leader in a high place vjas necess-
ary for an effective program. Co-ordination was easier in
rural areas and with less resident participation.

Jacobs, Bruce and James J. Vanecko. Community Action and Institu-

tional Change . The CAP National Evaluation Project. Barss-
Reitzel Associates, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and the National
Opinion Research Center, Chicago, Illinois, 1969-1970.

This was the most ambitious single project commissioned by
OSO. The three reports listed below are issued jointly by the
two contractors. Specific NORC reports are listed under the

name of the their principal investigator, James J. Vanecko.
The general findings of the studj' are summarized here:

Impact of Community Action Programs on Institutional Change ;

Assistance to Community Organization as a Successful Strategy .

May 1970. PB 192-967 and 192-968.

Community Organization and Urban Institutional Change . August
19701 PB 193-967.

Reports From the 100-City Evaluation . June 1970.

All of these reports contain essentially the same information.
The study consisted of structured interviews in 100 cities.
All cities were chosen from the NORC Permanent Community Saitp-

le, and were sampled \-n.th probability proportionate to size
from among the cities of over 50,000 population. Those inter-
viewed were CAP directors and board members, community politi-
cal leaders, officials from education, private welfare, and
chief employers in the target areas. One target area was
chosen at random in each city, and poor persons were inter-
viewed there. Interviews consisted of questions concerning
the emphasis of the CAP, enphasis of the neighborhood center,
changes in policies toward poor people, changes in programs
in the institutional sector, attitudes toward poverty of
officials and of poor persons.

In each institutional sector, and in all sectors combined,
community political behavior is a positive and significant
predictor of change in institutions. VJhen the CAP eirphasizes

service delivery, there is no institutional change. Vhen the
CjT emphasizes community organization, there is some change in
education and social service agency policies, but little change
in employment practices of neighborhood employers. Education
and private welfare change comes through democratic and popular
means, but employment change is a result of elite decisions.
Changes are not large or impressive statistically, but the re-
lationships are clearly established throughout the study, even
V/hen tested xnth a miTtibo-r nf W-i -f fr.-r^or,+ -iprl-i ra+nrr,.
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Jenny, A. and R.C. /Iberts. A Coirparative evaluation of 03:0 CAP's

for Six Selected American Indian Reservations . McLean, Vir-

ginia; Human Sciences Research, Incorporated, 1965*

A brief siirvey of the history and culture of each Indian group

(Turtle Mountain, V.fhite jlarth, Gila Pdver, Pine Ridge, and

Papago) TfTith an analysis of the economic conditions at the

time CAP was instituted, and the effect of C/lP on the reser-

vation people. A number of specific problem areas are identi-

fied, iTith recommendations for improvement.

Kirschner Associates. A Description and Evaluation of Selected

Educational Components of Community Acti on Programs . Albuquer-

que, New Mexico, 1967. PB 176-59U through PB 176-603.

larschner, R.V., D.U. Yarley and B. Zeppel. A Description and

Evaluation of "Neighborhood Centers . /JLbuquerque, New Mexico:

Kirschner Associates, 1966. PB I76-6I8

.

Twenty WSC's were studied idth 500 open-ended interviews vdth

persons having a direct relationship with the center program.

ICramer, Ralph M. Participation of the Poor . Englewood Cliffs,

Hevj Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1969.

Five Bay Area CAP's were studied during 1965-1967: San Fran-

cisco, Oakland, Santa Clara, Berkeley, and Contra Costa County.

There was less conflict irhere there was: a lov: concentration

of pox^er, a low coalition capability, small community size,

voluntary control of CAP, and support of the key leadership in
the community.

. and Clare Denton. "Organization of a Community Action

Program: A Comparative Case Study." Social Work 12 (October

1967) 68-80.

A study of the formation of five Bay Area CAP's based on inter-

views with ]iej participants. The Community Coordinating Coun-

cil was important in each community as the original convenor

of the discussions on CiiP, but the Council was not the final

sponsor of the CAP except in one case. There was little direct

participation by business interests, and the poor generally be-

came involved later, after urging by OEO. Absence of an ini-
tial power struggle is explained by the fact that CAP was not
seen as threatening to the status quo.

More participation comes when there is a director committed to

it, strong ethnic organizations, higher status poor, and more
militant poor. Organization of geographic neighborhoods meant
diversion of attention from issues of jobs, schools, or poli-
tical protest.
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Lambert, C. and L.R. Friedman. Voluntarism and the V'ar on Poverty .

Pittsburgh: Health and Uclfare Association of Allegheny
County, 1967.

A study of changes since I96O in voluntary agencies vjhich

sponsored 0^0-funded programs.

Masters, i>T.A. Politics, Poverty and Sducation; An /jialysis of

Decision-I-iaking Gtructures . University Park, Pennsylvania:

The Pennsylvania State University, 1968. PB I77-8II4.

A study of the inter-relationship between CAA's and school

systems in six urban centers: Cincinnati; Columbia, South
Carolina] Corpus Christi, Texasj Dvirham, North Carolina; Oak-
land, California; and Trenton, Wew Jersey. j.lthough the CAa's
did not bring dramatic change in school systems, they helped
neighborhood organizations generate demands which enabled the

superintendents to make changes if they were so inclined.
The policies of the CM's were not significantly affected by
the official participation of city, county, school board, or

the poor as members of the board.

The North Carolina Fund. Community Action in North Carolina: An

Overview, I96U-I967 . Durham, North Carolina, 1968. PB 183-

An investigation of alternative methods of organizing and
implementing CAP'S and an analysis of community characteris-
tics as they affect the nature of the CAProgram in eleven
areas studied.

Peterson, Paul E. City Politics and Community Action: The Imple-

mentation of the Community Action Program in Three American
Cities . Chicago: The University of Chicago. Dissertation,

1967.

A comparative study of Chicago, New York, and Philadelphia
CAP'S. P.eform cities, with dispersed power, are better at

producing political power for the poor, but machine cities,
vlth higlxLy centralized city government, are better at dis-
tributing material perquisites to the poor. Chicago is high-
ly centralized. New York dispersed, Philadelphia generally
falls between.

TJrlted States—General Accounting Office. Review of Economic
Opportunity Programs by the Comptroller-General , Ilarch I969.

Report to the Congress pursuant to Title II of the 1967
Amendments to EOA of 1961;.

OEO has done some good, but not in proportion to the expendi-

tures made upon it. It needs clearer supervision, better
record-keeping, and broader activities in riiral areas. The

report recommends transfer of operating programs to other
agencies. 0110 should stimulate more active participation of

the poor and have more stringent income requirements for recip-

ients of services.
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United States—General Accoxmting Oflice. Review of Variations in

Cost and Performance Anonr:, Comiminit:/ Action Program Service

Activities , September 26, 19^9

>

This is a supplement to review cited above, based on data

about specific services in 90 cities. Local situational fac-

tors affect costs of progrms—the distances traveled, the

availability of medical services, the type of buildings used,

etc. Programs are generally cheaper in big-city areas.

Vanecko, James J., Principal Investigator. Chicago: national
Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago, June 1969'

PB 185-783.

For summary of findings, see Bruce Jacobs, Barss-Reitzel

Associates reports. Some of the NORC reports are:

Orden, Susan R., James Vanecko and Sidney Hollander. PB 185-

782. Community Action Programs as Agents of Change in the

Private Uelfare Sector. NORC, August 19^9. Thei-e was an

increase of 2k% in nurobers of poor served by private welfare

agencies in communities a-dth C/J'. The impact was over and

above that attributable to increased financing.

Vanecko, James J. "Community I-Iobilization and Institutional

Change." Social Science Quarterly 50 (December I965) 609-

630. Longer version available from CF3TI: PB 185-803. A

CM emphasis on comraunity organization is clearly related to

increased presentation of political demands by poor.

Vanecko, James J., Susan R. Orden and Sidney Hollander.
Community Organization Efforts, Political and Institutional
Change, and Diffusion of Change Produced by CiiP's. Report

tf3, April 1970. NORC #122. CFSTI: PB 192-86ii.

liJhite, Arthur. CAPrograms and Their Evaluation . A Management
Report. New York: Daniel Yankelovich, Inc., September 1967.

PB 176-la2.

A study of thirteen prograins in ten areas in terms of three

OSO objectives: giving visibility and a voice to the poor,

new and improved services, helping to break the poverty cycle.

The third objective vjas scarcely touched. iJLmost all CiiP's

have given adequate representation to the poor, and xrorked to

increase participation, Recorrimends that other agencies should

handle single-purpose services, while CAP should give special
attention to its particular population, providing special part-

time jobs of an unconventional nat-ure. C/iP is haiipered by un-

dependable funding, and a lack of consultation vdLth city and
agency officials in the communities.
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\!hxte, .'rthur. A Study of the Effects of Sections 210 and 211 of

the 1967 /Jnendinents . ilex: York: Daniel Yankelovich, Inc.,
February 1969. PB~l83-l82 through 183-I8[t.

The effects of the Green jjnendment vere studied in 53 commun-
ities in 37 states. There was no massive takeover by govern-
mental officials. In 29 of the Sj) communities studied, the
C;.P seemed to be more effective at involving poor after the
/jnendmentj in 11, they uere less effective, and there uas no
change in others. There v;as a significant loss in participa-
tion of representatives of the private sector, however.

Yankelovich, Daniel, Inc. jlffect of CAPrograms on Selected Low-
Income Coinmunities . New York, 1967. PB 176-ijl6.

The large majority of the poor reached by CAA's report signi-
ficant changes in their oim and their children's lives as a
resiJlt 01 their participation; there seems to be a good fit
betireen what the participating families state they want and
what the CM is providing.

. The Non-Professional in the CAProgram , I966. PB 176-
619 through 176-621. PB 176-606 through 176-613

.

The use of non-professionals was studied in nine citiesj New
Haven, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Syracuse, Los /ngeles, I'rshington,
Chicago and St. Louis. The programs are operationally viable.
llany previously unemployed or underemployed people are fill-
ing jobs satisfactorilj'', and are stimulated to develop their
own resources and initiative more successfiiLly than before.
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V. Retrospective Analyses

Cahn, Edgar and Jean Camper. "HaxLirrum Feasible Participation—an

Overvievf." In Edgar S. Cahn and Barry A. Passett, Citizen

Participation; Effecting Community Change . iJew Yorks Prae-

ger, 1971. 9-oti.

The real danger of citizen participation is that it may result

in contest for legitimacy between groups xrho should be work-

ing together, and in competition for scarce resources. It is

dangerous because its outcomes are unpredictable, but it is

still necessary. There are a n-umber of specific examples of

participation to illustrate both good and bad results.

The advantages of citizen participation are that it mobilizes

unutilized resources of talent in the community, allows feed-

back about programs to agencies which otherx-ri-se vTOuld not

know about their impact.

There are two models of citizen participation, citizens as

policy-makers and citizens as indigenous employees. Only the

first is true participation,

Kershaw, Joseph A. Government Against Poverty . Markham Publish-

ing Co., 1970.

A historical review of the recent anti-poverty programs, OEO,

CAP, manpower programs, income m.aintenance proposals. Dis-

cussion of what each is or is not able to accomplish.

Levitan, Sar. The Great Society's Poor Law . Boston: Johns Hop-

kins Press, 1569.

A thoughtful review of the entire war on poverty. The pro-
gram spent ^597 per poor person as a national average, but $93
in ilew York City and 5276 in Pittsburgh. The UQ'^ of the poor
who live in rural ajreas received only 30^ of the funds.

Rural discrimination was closely related to the absence of

effective local organizations in sparsely populated rural

areas.

The national policy of having many small CAA's meant that a

higher proportion of tot^l ftinds went to staff, Xvho were

generally non-poor. By fiscal 6Qj of the funds irere being
spent on national enphasis programs. Both strengths and

wealcnesses of CAP are pointed out.

"Poverty is Here to Stay: Is OEO?" Poverty and

Human "lesources /bstracts k (Kay-June 196?) . The last chap-

ter in The Great Society's Poor Lav.
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Lo\d., Theodore. The End of Liberalism . New York: U.U. Norton,.

1969.

Lo^d sees the Coiranunity Action Prograia as one of a series of

programs in which hard decisions were delegated to loiier lev-

els because the national Congress and executive did not have

the courage to make them—the triumph of "interst-group
liberalism." Local interest groups were expected to allocate

resources on the local levels but recognition of a certain
set of interest groups al;/ays meant shutting out others.
Community action encouraged narrow self-interest, rather than
badly-needed broad reforms.

lloynihan, Daniel P. Kaximum Feasible I-Iisunderstanding . New York:
?i-ee Press, 19^9.

L s\irvey of the intellectual origins of CAP and how it x:as

conceived, vdth an analysis of the role of social scientists

in public policy. After noting the troubles xdth a number of

big-city programs, he concludes that "enough snake-oil has

been sold in the Republic" and that the consequences should
have been more carefully considered.

Nystrand, Raphael 0. "The Impact of Community Action Prograiris

Upon School Systems." In David Street, ed. Innovation in
Ilass r.ducation . ilew York: John TJiley, 19(>9~ ll;^176

.

Research in three cities in the I'idwest finds that school
boards generally deferred to their superintendents on the
matter of offering CAP-funded programs, and xrere not aware of

the extent to which school policies were affected by the need
to conform to federal guidelines. If the CAA's had strong
staff, they vere able to exert more influence on school pro-
posals. If the superintendent had access to the CAA personnel,
there was less conflict and problems v/ere worked out coopera-
tivelyj if he did not have access, there was conflict over
what seemed to be uinilateral decisions of the CAA on school
matters.

Peterson, Paul 2. "Forms of Representation: Participation of the
Poor in the Community Action Program." American Political
Science Review 61; (June 1970) hU-k91.

The distinctions betxreen formal, descriptive, substantive,
and interest representation is used as a framework for analy-
zing the processes of representation in Chicago, Philadelphia,
and Ilew York. The manner of selection iras a function of the
political resources of conpeting interests in the city. The
influence of the various representatives was affected by their
orientations and their social characteristics and these in
turn affected the level of intra-neighborhood conflict.
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Piven, Frances ?ox and Pdchard H. Cloward. Regulating the Poor .

New York: Pantheon, 1971.

Ccimn-unity Action is placed in a historical context (along

mth the Poor Laws and the IJew Deal) of stteirpts to keep the

poor from revolting by offering piecemeal programs and hand-

outs. l.Tien the economy is prospering and workers are needed,

programs are reduced, but irhen unemplojTnent is rising and

there is discontent, a diversionary prograjn is established.

The CAP undercut established lines of authority to provide a

disproportionate amount of funds to restive inner-city blacks.

Rossi, Peter H. "No Good Idea Goes Unpunished." Social Science

Quarterly 50 (December 1^69) U69-l;86.

A reply to Hoynihan's naxJmum Feasible liisunderstanding , de-

fending the role of social scientists in public policy-making,

even though mistakes ma;^"" be made.

Seligman, Ben B. Permanent Poverty; An vimerican Syndrome .

Chicago: Quadrangle, 196^1.

An angry historical survey of attempts to deal xa.th poverty.

They have all failed because of our basic national attitude

toiiard poverty. 030 reached only about 6^ of the poor, at

best. It was a substitute for an integrated society, wliich

is why so much effort was directed to Negroes. Those middle-

class people who answered Johnson's call agairist poverty were

guilt-ridden folk, embarrassed by a new-found-affluence and

wanting to assuage their unease.

The chapter "Poverty and Local Power" summarizes big-city
problems on the basis of neirspaper reports, and concludes that

the program was mostly corruption and conflict.
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VI . Summary

The studies and articles listed in this bibliography include

discussions of I63 of the over 1,000 CAA's which were at one time

in operation. All of those in the ten largest cities are included,

except Houston, and all of those in the five largest cities (id.th

populations over one million) i-:ere studied at least four times.

These are the cities which also received nation-wide publicity in

the newspapers, much of it negative.

Of the 130 largest cities (vrith populations over 100,000) 76

are covered by one of these studies. US CAA's under 100,000 were

studied, as well as twenty-four in rural areas, and five on Indian

reservations. These ssaller areas are seldom covered in any de-

tail, however. In most cases, they are merely included in statis-

tical s-ummaries in some of the comparative studies in Section IV.

Levitan points out that the larger cities received more money,

as well as more study and more publicity, and Piven and Cloward

suggest that this vfas a conscious political decision, taken to damp

doim city riots. Some of the studies point out that the lack of

organized agencies or groups v;hich could mobilize resources to

apply for a grant in many rural areas was also a factor, however.

Levitan notes that the policy of having many different Community

Action agencies meant that a proportionately higher amount of funds

went for staff rather than for direct services to the poor.

As to the over-all evaluation of Community Action Programs,

one could find support for almost any statement in the spectrum

from positive to negative, in the studies cited here. Big cities
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got all the attention for corruption and conflict, but it is diffi-

cult to say whether these problems were really greater in propor-

tion to the numbers of poor or the amounts of money spent, than

were the less well-publicized difficiilties of smaller CAP's.

The Brandeis study indicates that there was less conflict in

smaller cities, but some authors suggest that conflict is necess-

ary for social change. Seligman, Alinsky, and Harrington hold

that the institutions of American society are so rigid in their

ways of excluding the poor, that only radical change can eliminate

poverty, and that those who benefit from the present system will

not give up their benefits without a struggle. Clark, hoviever,

finds that conflict rarely resulted in any real iD^rovement for

the poor in the CAP'S he studied, and Zurcher points to the alien-

ation which results from a conflict strategy vrhich makes it more

difficult for the poor to benefit from new opportunities even if

they are made avail able.

\^as there social change as a result of the Community /.ction

Program? Host of the case studies find that active board members

of CAP'S (Zurcher) and those who were served by CAPrograms (Craw-

ford, Yankelovich) were benefitted. Improved living conditions

and more positive attitudes were some of the results. The McDoivrell

County study states flatly that the changes were totally incommen-

surate \d.th the effort and money spent, however. It v'ould certain-

ly be difficult to devise a generally-accepted measure of this

kind of benefit to enter into a cost-benefit ratio; it is the very

lack of such a measure which makes it possible for different re-

searchers to come to such different conclusions about the value of

Coiraminity Action.
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Evaluations can be either tender-minded or tough-minded.

The studies which ask those who have been directly related to CAP

whether or not they have benefitted, are tender-minded. The tough-

minded approach looks at changes in the total incidence of poverty,

the total community awareness of poverty, or the total comm\inity

institutional emphasis. It is not enough to compare the same com-

munities before and after CAP, for other forces may have been at

work to produce the changes. One tough-minded approach involves

interviexvdng samples of the poverty population, as in Crawford and

Doby's study of Atlanta, or in the Yankelovich studies j the percent-

age who have never heard of the poverty program at all is depress-

ingly high.

A tough-minded attempt to assess institutional change is the

NORC-Barss-Reitzel 100-city evaluation, which fo\ind a very small,

but consistent change in the emphasis of social service agencies,

city and school services when the local CAP concentrated on organ-

izing community residents to pressure for such changes.

The most rigorous evaluation asks whether the changes are

significantly greater in communities with CAP's than in communities

xdthout CAP'S. Since all of the larger cities in the U.S. had

cap's it is not possible to make this kind of evaluation for them.

5ven in the smaller ones, it is difficult to separate the changes

directly attributable to a local CAP from those attributable to

national discussion of poverty problems.

Although changes by diffusion of the community action concept

cannot be assigned to any specific local CAP, Harris and Rein be-

lieve that they are important in the nation as a whole. Hov/ever,
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it is probably true that there vjas also diffusion of a vast disill-

usionment brought on by oversell. Hoynihan's Maxirmim Feasible

Misunderstanding reflects this disillusionment.

In shorty any attempt at summarizing the studies and evalua-

tions of CI'J' listed in this bibliography must be equivocal. It

all depends--on whether CAP is to be judged, by individual changes,

by institutional changes, or by a changed national ax;areness, on

how much value one places on any particular change, and on how

one values the possible benefits from some other expenditure of

an equal amount of time and money.
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